New Book List – October 2022

**Fiction:**

Deep Water - Emma Bamford
It All Comes Down to This - Therese Fowler
Kill Red - Max O'Hara
Listen to Me - Tess Gerritsen
Love on the Brain - Ali Hazelwood
Mustique Island: A Novel - Sarah McCoy
My Wife is Missing - Daniel Palmer
Other Birds - Sarah Addison Allen
Our Wives Under the Sea - Julia Armfield
Point Last Seen - Christina Dodd
Reckoning: An FBI Thriller - Catherine Coulter
Round Up the Usual Peacocks - Donna Andrews
Sea of Tranquility - Emily St. John Mandel
Where the Sky Begins: A Novel - Rhys Bowen
The Paper Caper: A Bibliophile Mystery - Kate Carlisle
The Wedding Dress Sewing Circle: A Novel - Jennifer Ryan
More Than You'll Ever Know: A Novel - Katie Gutierrez
Tomorrow, and Tomorrow, and Tomorrow - Gabrielle Zevin
The Darling Dahlias and the Red Hot Poker - Susan Wittig Albert
Miss Butterworth and the Mad Baron: A Graphic Novel by Sarah Gorley - Julia Quinn

Sister Mother Warrior: A Novel - Vanessa Riley
Sugar and Salt: A Novel - Susan Wiggs
The Boardwalk Bookshop - Susan Mallery
The Girl Who Survived - Lisa Jackson
The Last Mile - Kat Martin
The Lioness - Chris Bohjalian
The Messy Lives of Book People - Phaedra Patrick
The Murder Rule: A Novel - Dervla McTiernan
The Summer Place: A Novel - Jennifer Weiner
The Woman Who Built a Bridge - C. K.Crigger
Those Who Hunt the Night – Barbara Hambly
Th illusion of the Hunt: A Novel - Rita Mae Brown
What She Found - Robert Dugoni

**Non-Fiction:**

Chaff in the Wind: Gleanings in the Maupin Community
How to Get a Green Card - Ilona M. Bray
Back to the Prairie: A Home Remade, A Life Rediscovered - Melissa Gilbert
James Patterson by James Patterson: The Stories of My Life - James Patterson
Raising Lazarus: Hope, Justice, and the Future of America's Overdose Crisis - Beth Macy
What My Bones Know: A Memoir of Healing from Complex Trauma - Stephanie Foo
Will the Circle Be Unbroken: The Making of a Landmark Album, 50th Anniversary - John McEuen
In Defense of Witches: The Legacy of the Witch Hunts and Why Women Are Still On Trial - Mona Chollet
Fix Me A Plate: Traditional and New School Soul Food Recipes from Scotty Scott of Cook Drank Eat - Scotty Scott